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1. Summary
The pilot project at BME is to develop an online tool, which helps employees of the Faculty of
Transportation Engineering and Vehicle Engineering making decisions about commuting. The stakeholders
had meetings to discuss the ideas, the goals, the methodology, the implementation process and in the
final stage the actual solutions and functionalities of the application. Several members of the departments
were involved in the development process to achieve a suitable solution, which is easy-to-understand and
informative for the users.
During the meetings the idea and the original goal were successfully preserved, whereas the
methodologies and solutions changed a lot. The application needed good balance, as if the application is
too simplistic, the results are not reliable. Also, if the application is too complex, users will turn away. As
a final solution, the application always gives presets for parameters, and lets users to fine tune the
calculations.
After three meetings and several unofficial meetings, conversations and brain-storming, the application is
going to be implemented, and ready to spread amongst colleagues, and other citizens in the Functional
Urban Area of Budapest. The upcoming stages of the pilot covers testing, giving publicity to the
application, collect feedbacks form the users, and analysis of collected data.

2. Date and place
2.1. Mobility Team meeting
Date: 2018.05.22
Place: BME, Building St.

2.2. Internal expert meeting for app development
Date: 2018.06.06
Place: BME, Building St.

2.3. Mobility Team meeting with external software engineers
Date: 2018.08.23
Place: BME, Building St.
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3. Number and types of participants/target groups
3.1. Mobility Team meeting
The following participants were present on this meeting:
-

6 colleagues of the Mobility Team, representing a leader from the Faculty and a leader from one
of the Departments.

3.2. Internal expert meeting for app development
The following participants were present on this meeting:
-

5 colleagues from the Mobility Team, representing a leader from the Faculty and a leader from
one of the Departments.

-

1 colleague as an expert for application and evaluation development.

-

2 colleagues as stakeholders from the Faculty.

3.3. Mobility Team meeting with external software engineers
The following participants were present on this meeting:
-

6 colleagues from the Mobility Team, representing a leader from the Faculty and a leader from
one of the Departments.

-

1 colleague as an expert for application and evaluation development.

-

1 external software engineer.

4. Topics tackled and links to deliverables, outputs
4.1. Mobility Team meeting
The Mobility Team was reunited and discussed the progress of the MOVECIT project so far. The Team was
informed about that a team member left the position because of changing jobs. The search for the new
member from the facility management of the university is still in progress.
On the first meeting we presented the planned measures, which are included in the workplace mobility
plan, and we discussed the status of their implementation.
We examined the status of the pilot action in more details. During our pilot action a new online service
will be introduced to compare different transportation modes of home-work trips made by employees. The
comparison will include several indicators related to travel time, cost, emission and healthiness. The
public procurement is in progress for the software development.
The next step is to create a more detailed specification. For this purpose, members were assigned specific
tasks, especially focusing on the indicators of the online service and the calculation for route evaluation.
In the next meeting the Mobility Team will set up the draft detailed specification.
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4.2. Internal expert meeting for app development
The aim of this meeting was to set up a detailed specification for the software engineers. The Mobility
Team and some other experts from the Faculty assembled to specify the application. The followings were
the main outcome of the discussions.
The application should be web based, since mobile applications need more commitment from the users. A
welcome page is planned to show some of the features to the users without registration.
Four modes of mobility will be compared by the application: walking, cycling, travelling by public
transport and travelling by private car. Also, four evaluation parameters will be calculated for commuters:
travel time, travel costs, emissions (basically CO2) and impacts on health (by burnt calories). The users
can weight the evaluated parameters to get the best mode for themselves.
The final result should be presented in an easy-to-understand way, with figures and maps.

4.3. Mobility Team meeting with external software engineers
An active communication took place during the summer between the software engineers and BME Mobility
Team, with several decisions. However, this meeting was the first time, when Mobility Team and other
experts from the Faculty can see and test the application. The aim of the meeting was to finalize the
application. The followings were the main outcome of the discussions.
The design of the application is fancy, though the map was too dark. An internal poll was organised to
choose a map colouring, which is more appropriate.
Some additional functions were decided. The commuting route now allows intermediate stops. Also, P+R
option is available. A development of ‘profiles’ was introduced, which means different main type of
commuting, e.g. summer and winter commuting (reflects on cycling habits) or commuting with or without
children.

5. Expected effects and follow up
During the meetings a well-elaborated specification was achieved by the help of the stakeholders. The
expected effect was to get information and see the approach of laymen to this application. The
original plan was a mobile phone application, with real-time traffic data, etc., which is good for every
day usage. During stakeholder meetings, a common agreement formed that the commuting mode is
rather a long-term decision, not an every day. The pilot aimed to make changes towards sustainable
modes, so the Mobility Team turned the application development to a more suitable way: registration
free access introduces the application, and at several point an easier-to-use approach was developed.
The stakeholders, as preliminary testers have better understanding of the mode choice. The typical
mentality counts only with travelling time, counting with travel costs are also common. However, the
impacts of the commuting on the environment and on the health are less observed. Stakeholders now
have more detailed information about their commuting.
Follow up activities:
1. Introduction the application to the colleagues of the Faculty.
The pilot’s focus is on the Faculty’s colleagues. A checkbox is set to collect their answers and
activities separately.
2. Introduction the application to every Budapest commuters
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Although it would be nice to spread the sustainable modes of transportation with this tool everywhere,
sadly the background routing engines only calculate for cities where all modes are available. For the
pilot session, this application will be spread in the Budapest’s functional urban region.
3. Analysing collected data
The application’s collected data are useful to understand more about the commuting habits,
commuter patterns and the preferences they have.
4. Discussions with stakeholders
Closing discussions will be done to see how the pilot was affected the stakeholder’s decisions.

6. Annexes
6.1. Invitation and Agenda
6.1.1. Mobility Team meeting
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6.1.2. Internal expert meeting for app development

6.1.3. Mobility Team meeting with external software engineers
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6.2. List of participants
6.2.1. Mobility Team meeting

6.2.2. Internal expert meeting for app development
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6.2.3. Mobility Team meeting with external software engineers

6.3. Pictures
6.3.1. Mobility Team meeting
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6.3.2. Internal expert meeting for app development

6.3.3. Mobility Team meeting with external software engineers

6.4. Media coverage
No media coverage was done for the pilot stakeholder inputs.

6.5. Web-links
The following web-link was sent around to test the web application:
https://movecit.codecluster.io/
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